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Winona nightlife by Judd Eifealdt

UFOs BUZZING WINONA STATE?

mpirg

UFO INVESTIGATION CENTER

Minnesota Public Interest Research Group

Below is a list and brief description of a few projects
which are currently being undertaken by members of the local
MPIRG board. If you are interested or would just like further
information, contact the office. Remember: YOU ARE
MPIRG, it is your organization working for you!
LEGAL AID
A student reported to the MPIRG office a UFO over our
campus. Through MPIRG investigation we have found that
this creature, which said it was from the planet Lawless,
provided no legal assistance to WSC students whatsoever.
Therefore, MPIRG is conducting a feasibility study on the
possibilities of a Legal Aid program here at Winona State.
Since we will receive no help from other worlds it is the
responsibility of interested students to assist in developing
this program.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

One goal of this program is to further the effectiveness of The MPIRG office is 111 Phelps, 452-8520. Someone will be
environmental education and to establish constructive there between 12 and 4. If you have any questions or ideas,
programs to increase the awareness of environmental come in and see us, we are interested.
educatiin of everyone in Winona. We are beginning to fulfill PRICING SURVEY
these goals by conducting surveys of elementary education in
Winona. These surveys would show the structure and This project is designed to help Winona State students and
effectiveness of Winona's environmental education programs. members of the community to find the best food buys. This is
Another crucial project is the development of a community the first step of a project aimed at passing a unit pricing
environmental inventory handbook that would be used by all ordinance in Winona, much like the one in existance in
age levels. This handbook would include a map listing Minneapolis. It would show the consumer while he is in the
environmental education sites with recommendations about store which size of a given product is the best buy. With the
uses of these areas. We have found out that the only limitation way food prices are today surely everyone can agree that this
in doing environmental education projects is manpower, the is a beneficial program.
field is wide open!

MISSISSIPPI

This study will document the needs of the past and future,
possible financing, who could fill these needs, and other areas
which require study for implementation of a student legal
services.

77 WEST 3rd ST.
(Next to
Fanny Farmer)

The MPIRG office will now compile UFO sighting reports
which take place over the WSC campus. If you see one of
these strange objects or talk to the little green men, feel free
to contact us. I can guarantee that we will not laugh in your
face, maybe behind your back, but not in your face.
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Minneapolis & St. Paul

Is it True?ByL.
*

Upcoming Concerts
Jan. 17 Rococo 9 p.m.
St.Paul Student Center
U of M. St. Paul
Campus

Feb. 7
The Cleavettes 9 p.m.
St. Paul Student Center

March 7 Dave LeMay jazz
concert Guild of Performing Arts 8 p.m.
St. Paul

Feb. 17 Jethro Tull 8 p.m.
Jan. 18 Led Zepplin 8 p.m.
Met Center, BloomingMet Center, Bloomington
ton
Jan. 19 The Milo Fine Free
Jazz
Ensemble 8:30 p.m.
Luthern Student Center
1101 University Ave.
Jan 24 Sean Blackburn and
David Hughes
9 p.m. Rouser Room,
St. Paul
Student Center

.0,

41, 41.
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Lecture:
"The
Courage to
Create"

******

*******

IS IT TRUE?...that the next set of Purina Dog Chow
commercials will be filmed on location in
Conway Hall?

March 30

IS IT TRUE?...that there is a Bear roaming around Winona,
looking for someone to hibernate with?

Seals and Crofts 8
p.m. Met Center

IS IT TRUE?...that everyone is wise to Serle's little tricks?

■=411,...Z...

Rollo May, humanist philosopher and author of Love
and Will, will speak at 8:15
pm, January 20 at St. Mary's
Fieldhouse. His topic is "The
Courage to Create."
The t,cture is open to the
public, and no tickets are
required for admission.

I Hate teleVisio4
I hate it as
much
,
veanutS, ana

cant stop
eating
'peanuts
--oRsoN wein

IS IT TRUE?...that some campus organizations are not being
charged for their long distance phone calls?
IS IT TRUE?...that the flower shop in Lucas Hall is run by a
girl with tulips and a big mouth to match?
IS IT TRUE?...Emma's lover has ran de mile every day this
week?
IS IT TRUE?...that a certain sports writer thought "Ban the
Can" meant firing WSC's wrestling coach?

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
SET OF KEYS—with these keys, you can get into any room in Sheehan Hall. A must for a
lonesome man, or a boy who wants to prove he is a man. Call 457-3030 for this item.

AT THE

FOR SALE—Genuine Indian water pipe, complete with book on mediatation and other
essentials. Call 454-1230 for the straight dope.

BOOKSTORE
THE GREAT DEBATE BOOKS
\ ARE ON A SPECIAL SALE—
(7 DIFFERENT BOOKS ON
VARIOUS SUBJECTS)
( REG. PRICE '12.25

c

NOW $6.00

SEE THE RECORD SPECIAL FOR BIG
SAVINGS ON YOUR CLASSICAL,
\ POPULAR & FOLK RECORDS
, CHOICE OF 500 RECORDS
7 VALUES TO $6.95
ONLY $1.98
OUR SPECIAL BOOK DISPLAY HAS
MANY BOOKS OF INTEREST FOR
YOUR EXTRA REFERENCE NEEDS—
AT BIG SAVINGS!
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR
RE-ORDERS ON VARIOUS STYLES IN
THE CLOTHING DEPT. THAT WERE OUT
OF STOCK. COME IN AND LOOK THESE
ARTICLES OVER.
•

POSITIONS WANTED
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience necessary. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career. Send $3.00 for information to SEAFAX* Dept. K-9
P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
UNDERCOVER AGENT NEEDED.Too secret to announce in this paper, but will
demonstrate the urgency of the situation to the right applicant. Call 457-2274 and ask
for Sylvia.
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PERSONALS
KATHY—when will I see you again? IRV
ALICE—if you're a one man woman. I'm a one woman man. KENT

HI FELLOWS & GALS!

WHOEVER the thief was in the locker room last Thursday night, I hope you enjoy
wearing my underwear. ROB

Distributed by
E-Z Lays

Attention
Campus Lovelies
Are you about to marry your
handsome prince?
If unique is what you seek in
your choice of engagement or
wedding rings choose from
Minnesota's only original stylings.
Ronald Originals le welers
701 Hennepin at 7th $t.
Downtown Minneapolis

3 yr. old Gibson
DS-330 '500 new, yours
for around '225. Yes, it's
a semi-hollow body and once
you touch its neck you'll
wonder how you ever
played the guitar before.

01

Come down and make a date with
MISS PLAYBOY, MISS PENTHOUSE,
AND the ladies from OUI, SWANK,
CLUB, GALLERY, SIR, GENESIS,
PLAYGIRL & VIVA.
They are lonesome and need to be
taken home and wanted.
WE ALSO CASH PERSONAL CHECKS
(In town or out of town)
MUST HAVE I.D. CARD

GRIESEL GROCERY

Interested?
410 CENTER ST.
JUST EAST OF WSC
Phone 452-4726
Open 9:30 a.m. -9:30 p.m.7 Days A Week
Ask for Paul.

moans & groans

page three
Is Catfish Hunter
worth it?

Check out
This apari-ment.:
"No drinking,
No smokin9, No

It will be interesting to see what will happen to the New
York Yankees this coming baseball season. New York was
very much in contention last year without the services of their
newly acquired mint...Catfish Hunter.

visitors of the

What.
do-they
sex."
want.— a
homosex-ual
drug addict?

I wonder whether dissension will arise among the players
on the team. I don't,know if anyone is familiar with the Dick
Allen story, but the White Sox were in contention the first
year they acquired Allen. At that time he was the highest
priced baseball player in the history of the league. Dissension
on the team arose and the White Sox faltered. Allen had an
attitude of carelessness and tardiness.
I believe the same attitudes will be taken by the Yankee
ball club in the future. A question always arises, too: "Are
sports played for money or for the love of the game?" I'm not
saying Catfish and his lawyers were wrong in asking and
receiving as much money as they did, but I would be stupid to
say that I'm not. It is going to be interesting to see what the
Yankee's, as a team, will do in the upcoming years.

Stricter gun control needed
Handgun control is an issue that concerns us all. Recent incidents should convince us that
this is so.

1 The Shameful Cost of
College Football
An editorial in the
Washington Post
There are some three dozen
or so university and college
presidents in Washington this
week on a new mission. They
are here to try to do
something about intercollegiate sports and, more
precisely, to try to find ways
of cutting the costs of athletic
,programs.
It is, in our view, about
time. Both the value attached
to college sports and the
resources devoted to them,
particularly football, have
gotten insanely out of hand
since World War II.
In some major universities
now, it seems more important
to win football games and
train professional football
players than to win Nobel
prizes and train scientists or
teachers.

,

with a team strong enought to
be selected for a major bowl
game can figure on clearing
about $100,000 after expenses.

now on the horizon. The
rapidly rising costs of everything 'have driven the athletic
budgets of many universities
and colleges into the red, and
there is no more revenue in
But it is a vicious circle. sight.
Football revenues go down
unless good teams are proIn addition, the schools are
duced each fall, and, under the being pushed to provide more
present system, good teams facilities and more scholarare produced only if huge ships for female athletes. The
amounts of money are spent real danger is that in this cost
on the procuring, care, feed- squeeze, the golden goose of
ing and training of football football will remain intact and
players.
all the rest of collegiate
athletics will be butchered.
Under the rules of the
National Collegiate Athletic
The only reason we can see
Association, whose annual for a university to have to
meeting has brought the offer 105 football scholarships,
college presidents to town as contrasted with 18 basketthis week, a major university ball and 19 baseball scholarcan have 105 football players ships, is to remain competion scholarhsips each year, tive with other universities.
substaintially more than it The only reason for providing
will ever field for a game; athletes with scholarships on
such scholarhsips cover tui- the basis of ability, instead of
tion, room, board, books and on the basis of need as most
$15 a month for laundry and scholastic scholarships are
are awarded on the basis of offered, is to remain competitive with other universities.
althletic potential alone.

Football, quite properly, is
known in college athletic
departments as the goose that
laid the golden egg. The
profits from football at many
big universities do not go into
furthering education, but simAt the University of Maryply underwrite the losses on land, the bill for football
other intercollegiate sports.
scholarships runs about
$300,000 a year.
The amount of money one of
vchese universities can take in
At some point, this circle is
with a good football team is going to break. The concern of
staggering. Ohio State gath- the college presidents has
ers more than $3 million a been heightened this year
year from that sport; a school simply because that point is

The only reason a big
football school needs a dozen
assistant football coaches is to
be able to train its players as
well as its competition trains
theirs; so everybody has a
dozen assistant coaches.
The colleges and Universities could end this reckless

...where love
grows and
passion flowers.

WED. STAY E

Dennis Ostrowski
Junior

Wait a minute...

Smith Hempstone, associate editor of the Washington-Star News, proposes "a total federal
One doctor to another:
ban on the importation, domestic manufacture or sale of handguns for any purpose other than
military and police. Those who own pistols...register them, with fines to be imposed upon the
"About the terminating of pregnancy, I want your opinion.
' owner if they are lost or stolen."
The father was syphilitic, the mother had tuberculosis. Of the
Such action sounds good to us. We can no longer ignore the fact that some people are four children born, the first was blind, the second •child died
xtremely dangerous and destructive with a handgun. Although there is no way of definitely and the third was deaf and dumb, and the fourth also had
tuberculosis. What would you have done about the fourth
nowing how many lives will be saved though stricter controls, undoubtectly there will be
pregnancy?"
ome. Maybe yours.
M.A.
K.F.

The.
Tamarind
seed

WELCOME TO
SCENIC
ATOKA COUNTY
Pop. 10,000. Cross bumings.
Rape. Arson. Murder.
Its a great place to live
...if THEY let you.

"I would have ended the pregnancy."
"Then you would have murdered Beethovan."
Told by Maurice Baring to author Norman St. John-Selvas.
Mrs. Ray Lindstrom
Winona

Xmas is too
commercialized
One of the saddest aspects of Christmas, it seems to me, is
the fact that it's so very commercialized. Stores put up
Christmas window displays well in advance of Thanksgiving,
Christmas songs are played by radio stations just as early, so
that people are sick of hearing them by the time Christmas'
actually arrives, and people grudgingly buy gifts for people
they don't even care about, just because they think it's
expected.

Red necks. White hoods.
And raped black girls.
0 J's grabbing a gun
and going to war.

RICHARD
LEE BURTON
MARVIN

and

O.J. SIMPSON

WED.

as

GARTH

WINONA

Equally as sad are the trees taken down the day after
Christmas and the complete absence of Yuletide music on
December 26, as if all that matters is reaping the almighty
buck off the Christmas theme and then shutting off whatever
Christmas spirit there is as quickly as possible.
The true Christmas spirit can't be shut off like that. It is the
warmth in the hearts of people who celebrate Christmas in
this way that keeps them going for the next 364 days, until
another Christmas.
Elaine Walske
Senior
pursuit of athletic perfection- national championship soccer
if they wanted to—by creating team on such scholarhsips.
a realistic set of rules and a
The situation, simply put, is
realistic policy of enforcing
a disgrace to institutions that
them. Neither exists now.
were created to deal in ideas
The NCAA's rules tend to and education, not in field
maintain the status quo, and goals, fast breaks and • fly
its enforcement policies tend balls.
to punish the athletes who are
Collegiate sports, after all,
exploited and not the coaches
are supposed to be a bodywho do the exploiting.
building—perhaps even charWhen something new acter-building—adjunct to edcomes along, the policy is to ucation: They are supposed to
slap it down; one proposal this be sport. Instead they have
year is to limit the number of become a big business involathletic scholarships going to ving mercenary athletes who
foreign athletes because Ho- only incidentally are going to
ward University has build a school.
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New Don McLean song opens lid on scandal
"The Legend of Andrew
McCrew," a new song by
singer-songwriter Don McLean, has touched off a
bizarre chain of events, reopening a mental health
scandal in Dallas and finally
giving dignity to a black hobo
who died in 1913, was buried
in 1973 and will be given a
headstone this Sunday, December 8th.

fired, ten other members of
the staff protested her dismissal and were fired themselves.

ember 8th at 2:30 P.M. at
Lincoln Memorial Center.
Invitations have gone out to
black and white religious,
political and educational leaders in Dallas and McLean's
song will be played at the
funeral. The headstone recounts McCrew's legend and
contains the fourth verse of
McLean's song.

At the height of the
scandal, it was learned that
Mrs. Pace had the mummy in
her basement and the Dallas
Police Department investigated her in an effort to
further harass Mrs. Pace on
orders from Lew Sterett, then
Mrs. Pace, an • attractive
McLean, who stirred up head of the Mental Evaluation 51-year-old divorcee has been
national controversy with his Center.
buoyed up by recent events.
"American Pie" in 1971, has
McLean's song has become
whipped up a storm in Dallas
When news of the Mum- the wedge to bring peace at
with the song from his new mified McCrew broke in the last to McCrew and reopen
Homeless Brother album writ- Dallas papers, Frank and her fight with Dallas's medieten after he had read a UPI Judy Lott, the black owners val treatment of mental
dispatch about Anderson Mc- of Lott's Funeral Home, patients.
Crew, a black hobo who died offered to donate full burial
in a train wreck in Marlin, services to McCrew whatever
She currently works 80
Texas.
the consequences. The mum- hours a week supporting her
my was laid to rest in an son Richard, 18, and daughter
After his death, McCrew unmarked grave at Dallas's Kathy, 13. She pulls a full
was mummified by Stanford Lincoln Memorial Cemetary night shift in the coronary
Washington, a local black • June 2, 1973. Before burial, he unit at Oak Cliff Medical
embalmer, who waited for a lay in state for three days Center and teaches eight
relative or friend to claim the and attracted 5000 onlookers. hours a day at the Nurses'
body. When several years had
passed, Washington decided
Unsuccessful in efforts to
to rent the body to a win reinstatement with the
succession - of blacks and County Commissioners, she
whites who exhibited the was refused a hearing by the
mummified McCrew at car- Dallas grand jury. Despite
nivals for forty years after his corroboration of her evidence
death. McCrew became well- by the FBI, Mrs. Pace's
known enough to be listed in struggle seemed to be at a
Ripley's Believe It Or Not as standstill.
The Eighth Wonder of the
World according to a 1939
A year and a half later, her
poster.
determination was rekindled
with the help of an upstate
In 1969, the mummy came New York songwriter and a
into the possession of Mrs. Chicago disc jockey.
Elgie Pace, a Licensed Vocationnal Nurse in Dallas, who
WGN's Roy Leonard played
saved McCrew from being "The Legend of Andrew
covered over by a bulldozer. McCrew" on the air NovemLiving on a marginal income ber 1st and got numerous calls
and moved by humane con- from listeners who had seen
cerns, she tried to arrange a the UPI story on McCrew. On
decent burial for McCrew but the 6th, Leonard did phone
was unsuccessful in all her interviews with Mrs. Pace
efforts.
and Don McLean, and, after
the program, Bob Williams of
In April, 1973, she was fired Chicago's Jensen Corporation
from her job with the Mental called to donate a headstone
Evaluation Center in Dallas for McCrews grave.
for bringing to light the
shocking treatment of paThe headstofie will be
tients there. When she was unveiled in a ceremony DecSeemingly from nowhere, young Hudson Valley balladeer Don McLean rocketed to
the pinnacle of success with "American Pie," a rueful rock-and-rolling evocation of the
mood of a pop culture stifled by commercialization.
McLean is the bard of "a generation lost in space" that reached its nova at Woodstock
and underwent its symbolic death at Altamont. His "American Pie," recorded in 1971, is
a-haunting mosaic of cryptic allusions, carried by a catchy melody and his - pleasant
baritone voice and am guitar picking. It somehow touched a public nerve won its sense
of lost promise and vague national malaise—"mom's apple pie gone sour" as Don
Heckman put it in the New York Times. McLean traveled widely with his guitar and banjo
looking for gigs. He had played in schoolboy groups as a teenager but "didn't like the
problems of working with other musicians" or "being saddled with a lot of equipment."
At fifteen; he decided to work strictly as a solo performer.
Hitchhiking much of the way, he toured upstate New York, New England and the
Midwest playing folk music clubs, schools, cafes, wherever he could find an audience. In
1966, he began performing summers at the Cafe Lena in Saratoga Springs, New York. In
1968, Lena Spencer, owner of the cafe, was approached by the New York State Council on
the Arts. The group was looking for a musician to travel, the Hudson River Valley giving
free concerts oriented toward ecology and other community issues. McLean got the job,
and, as the "Hudosn River Troubadour," he performed in fifty-six towns along the Hudson
for several months.
Among those who heard him was folk singer Pete Seeger who rated him, "the finest
singer and songwriter I have met since Bob Dylan." Seeger was then organizing the
Hudson River Sloop Restoration, a project designed to dramatize the necessity for
pollution control. He asked McLean to join the crew of the sloop Clearwater. When
launched in 1969, the sloop carried McLean, Seeger, Ramblin' Jack Elliot-and others to
dockside concerts before 100,000 people in twenty-seven cities and towns.
McLean then began to appear at folk concerts with Arlo Guthrie, Janis Ian, Josh White,
Lee Hayes (of the Weavers), Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry. The more intimately he
became involved with folk music, the more he felt it "a shame that a lot of musicians
who are authentic get almost no space in most major magazines." His rage and sadness at
the "dangerous trend among...tastemakers for obviously mediocre nonsense" would
ultimately surface in "American Pie."

,

Aide Academy in Dallas. On
weekends, she donates her
services to private patients.
McCrew is fast becoming a
black folklore figure. For his
work on McCrew, Frank Lott
is being included in "Who's
Who Among Black Americans." Black historical societies have called _the Lotts
asking to display McCrew's
original tin-and-wood coffin.
Judy Lott is writing a book
about the entire McCrew
story.
McLean, known for writing
songs like "American Pie,"
"Vincent," "And I Love You
So" and "Dreidel," is delighted about the effects of his
song. "When I read the story,
I was fascinated and kept the
clipping several months trying to approach the song from
the right angle. I wanted it to
have humor, pathos and
morality, and I'm thrilled with
what's happening for Andrew
and Mrs. Pace."

Don McLean
months before it was released, it was played on WPLJ-FM in New York the day Bill
Graham closed his rock theater, Fillmore East.
After the release of the album, American Pie, both the single and the LP sold two
million copies.
One person who saw him, singer Lori Lieberman, was entranced with his performance
and communicated her excitement to songwriters Norman Gimbel and Charlie Fox. The
result was a paean of praise inspired by McLean entitled, "Killing Me Softly," recorded by
Ms. Lieberman but made a hit by Roberta Flack.
He was also concerned about the neglect of his other work, early social protest songs
and gentle ballads about love, death, loneliness and friends remembered.
He tried to show what the commercialization of his music "did to me mentally and
physically" in his next album, Don Mclean. His bitterness was evident in songs like "The
Pride Parade" and "Narcisissma." Despite the anger, one song, "Dreidel," became yet
another hit record.
The aftermath of that album was a one-year vacation from writing songs. His
performing schedule was also cut back. McLean was rescued from a feeling of malaise by
an old friend, mandolinist Frank Wakefield, who performed with him, ironically enough,
at Cafe Lena, the club that launched McLean earlier. Wakefield was also featured on the
next McLean album, Playin' Favorites, a compilation of songs in folk, country or bluegrass
tradition that McLean did not write but admired enough to record.

Tours of Europe and Australia helped to get McLean back on the performing beam and
In the meantime, after he had futilely approached twenty-seven record companies with eased his restlessness. He began writing again in the summer of 1973, and his current
his first album, Tapestry, it was released on the now defunct Mediarts label. Much of that Homeless Brother album contains some of his best work.
material was social protest-oriented with, according to one reviewer, "an agit-prop
In line with that, he has refused to "play the game of submitting to the psychic
urgency breaking through an ominous lyrical beauty."
pressures of fame" and has the same circle of friends that existed befoe he became
He began touring the country, playing concerts and coffeehouses and worked famous. He enjoys being close to nature and loves his home on the Hudson. "I like natural
intermittently on "American Pie." Early in 1971, he finished the song and in June, six things and I need the solitude of this valley to remind me that I'm still an individual."

Legend of-Andrew McCrew
There was a mummy at the fair
All crumpled in a folding chair
The people passed but didn't care
That the mummy was a man
So tell me if you can.
Chorus:
Who are you, who are you
Where have you been, where are you going to
Well Andrew McCrew must have lost his way
Cause though he died long ago, he was buried today.
Down on nightmare alley
Where the shady people sway
A hobo came a hikin'
On a salty summer day
He hopped a freight in Dallas
And he rode it out of sight
But on a turn he slipped
and lost his grip
And he fell into the night
Who are you, who are you
Where have you been, where are you going to
Well Andrew McCrew must have lost his way
Cause though he died long ago, he was buried today.
Well Andrew had one leg of wood
The other leg was small
But when he fell off of the train that night .
He found he had no legs at all
They found him in a thicket
And the undertaker came
And they mumified his body
For a relative to claim.
Who are you, who are you
Where have you been, where are you going to
Well Andrew McCrew must have lost his way
Cause though he died long ago, he was buried today.
Well no one came to claim him
'Till the carnival passed through
The carnies took him to their tent
And they decided what to do
They dressed him in a worn out tux
And put him on a stand
And millions saw the legend
Called the famous mummy man.
Who are you, who are you
Where have you been, where are you going to
Well Andrew McCrew must have lost his way
Cause though he died long ago, he was buried today.
Well what a way-to live a life
And what a way to die
Left to live a living death
With no one left to cry
A petrified amazement
A wonder beyond worth
A man who found more life in death
Than life gave him at birth.
Who are you, who are yob
Where have you been, where are you going to
Well Andrew McCrew must have lost his way
Cause though he died long ago. he was buried today.
But what about the ones who Jive
And wish that they could go
Whose lives are lost. to living
And performing for the show
Well at least you got the best of life
Until it got the best of you
So from all of us
to what's left of you
Farewell Andrew McCrew.
COPYRIGHT © 1974 YAHWEH TUNES, INC.

Mummy to receive
a belated funeral
DALLAS, May 24 (UPI) — In 1913, a
one-legged hobo named Anderson McCrew
was riding a freight train through Marlin in
central Texas. Mr. McCrew fell off the train,
lost , his other leg and died.
His body was taken to a funeral home in
Marlin. There the body was mummified to
preserve until a relative could be found to claim
him. No relative ever appeared.
Somehow the mummy of Anderson McCrew
became part of a carnival show. Dressed in a
tuxedo, it was taken across the country and
billed as the "petrified man" and "the eighth
wonder of the world."
When the carnival began losing money, it
sold some of its possessions including the
mummy. A relative of Elgie Pace, a licensed
vocational nurse in Dallas, bought the mummy
and has kept it in her basement.
Mrs. Pace, who-called the mummy Sam, was
in Marlin recently and learned about Anderson
McCrew, although she could not find out how
the mummy became part of the carnival.
Mrs. Pace decided that Anderson deserved a
proper burial, 60 years after his death, and
Frank Lott, a funeral home owner, said he
Would pay for it.
Services will be Saturday at will be buried in
a plain black suit because Mr. Lott could not
find a tuxedo like those worn in 1913.

rock 'n roll
****

**
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1974 ROCK 'N' ROLL
WINONAN POLL
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COMING...
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POETRY CORNER

•

my roommate
he leaves the place sometimes
smelling of stale cigarette smoke
and the odor of
someone growing old
but
I get back at him
I guess
when I burn my toast
'cause I like to eat it
that way....

Student Directed Play to Open
In the past, one of Wenonah players winter productions
had been the student directed one-acts. This winter, the
format has been changed somewhat and there will be a full
three act play, which will be co-directed by two students.
Dean Kephart 4nd Thom Trampf will be directing a cast of
19 in "YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU" a sentimental
comedy right out of the 1930's.
Written in 1937 by Moss Hart and George Kaufman, the
action takes place in the living room of Mr. Martin
Vanderhoff, better known as Grampa, who presides over a
household of zany characters, each unique and individual in
his own special way.
Members of the cast are; Rich Brintnall, Sue Johnson,
Jeanne Nelson, Dave Hanson, Dave Langenfeld, Jim
Danneker, Sue Olson, Phil Johnson, Amy Austin, Larry
Frost, Todd Holm, Kim Franklin, Steve Wiltgen, Connie
Culver, Peggy Haskins, Steve Gergen, Randy Stewart, Karl
Fluegel and Markus Bachman. Assistant director is Sandy
Czaplewski.
The audience will enjoy a nostalgic show, full of music and
dancing, laughter and love, an evening of pure entertainment.
Don't miss "YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU." Production
dates are February 6,7,8 at 8:03 p.m.

January 22:A "WSC Women's View of
Men Poll" and a "WSC Men's View of
Women Poll."
January 29:Results of today's Rock and
Roll Poll.
February 5:Results of the women's and
men's view polls. Also, a section will be
reserved for opinions, attitudes, and
articles concerning women's and men's
views about each other, etc... Drop a
note, letter, and/or article off at the
Winonan office [101 Phelps] or the
Student Senate office in the Smog, prior
to Thursday, January 30.

All polls should be filled out and handed in
outside the Student Senate office by January
21. Results of the poll will be printed in the
January 29 issue of the Winonan. All answers
should pertain to music of late 1973 and all of
1974.
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continuations
The hobo: his way
of life is part of
American society
,

Myron Nilles

**********************
Editor's Note: Myron Nilles is
a graduate student in history
at WSC. Over
the past four
years, he has
traveled more
than 20,000
miles riding freight trains,
primarily in the
mid-west, the
far west, and
southwestern
parts of the
United States.

Freight jumping?
Freight jumping. A fascinating, sometimes dangerous,
always exciting way to travel
American while getting an
inside look at one of the
nation's most misunderstood
most colorful and intriguing
subcultures—the freight-train
riding "hobo."

rain at the Minneapolis freight yard waiting to board a
train which doesn't appear
until you've found a dry place
to sleep. And it's about as
enticing an endeavor as jol
ting and bumping across
Montana at 75 mph on a brisk
afternoon in November, only
to awaken next morning to six
inches of swirling snow pelting your icy sleeping bag.

Unlike countless fads that
appead from nowhere with an
enticing bandwagon big
enough to accommodate
And yet there is a strange,
everyone—until the next fad
Although it probably won't appears just as quickly— rugged beauty about it, a satever replace skiing at Aspen, freight jumping has no allu- isfaction that comes seeping
partying under Lauderdale's ring, star-spangled exterior. into your consciousness once
you've had your first shower
springtime sun, or just "heading west" during quarter
Freight jumping is differ- in five days of travel, or after
you've just seen your first
break, an increasing number ent.
clear-sky, crisp-air, pineof young people are finding
It's about as romantic as scented sunrise in Washingfreight jumping to be a cheap
standing all night in a cold ton's Cascade Rockies.
educational vacation.

For young people riding
freight trains, the hobo is a
fascinating interpersonal experience. He might be dressed
in the best style of the 1950's,
or he might be wearing a pair
of army pants that he found in
an empty boxcar. His crinkled
hat probably once graced the
head of some political dignitary. Whatever he wears, or
wherever he appears, he's an
interesting companion. His
way of life is a slice of the
underbelly of American society served up raw for those
who care to look and listen.
The veteran 'bo isn't always
easy to find. On some freight
lines people who prowl around
freight yards where valuable
cargo is stored and where
crippling accidents could
cause legal problems over rail
company liability, riders are
threatened with a stint in jail
by rail detectives who sometimes carry out the threats. In
the big freight yards like
Minneapolis, Minot, Seattle,
Kansas City, and Chicago, the
`bo is seldom seen while trains
are being assembled and rail
men are working in the yard.
But just as the train is ready
to move, the riders appear,
sometimes a dozen or more,
and in a moment they're
safely on board and the yard
looks vacant again.

One middle-aged 'bo who
said he'd been riding trains
since 1958 summed up the
practical rider's operating
philosophy. "Keep your eyes
open all the time," he said as
he watched a train building on
a westbound track in the
Minot yard, "but keep your
mouth shut and know your
business."
To the veteran hobo who
lives his life on the freight
line, knowing the business of
freight riding is synonymous
with 'knowing the business of
survival.
Young riders who use the
freight line primarily as a
cheap means of transport are
astoundecrat meeting a 'bo in
Mineapolis who proceeds to
tell the exact location of a
restaurant in Havre, Montana
that gives a free meal for
sweeping the basement or a
bakery in Spokane that gives
away day =olds at 9 pm, or a
cafeteria in California where
coffee's still a dime for all you
can drink. Most 'bos who've
been on the line for a few
years can also tell the novice
rider which streets of which
towns are best for panhandling, and at what time of day
the passers-by are most
generous.

T_Tniike young riders on the
freight line, or migrant workers who often use the freight
ride to follow seasonal-- employment, the hard-core hobo
has let the train-ride become a
deep seated, unshakeable habit. To him, the rail line is a
feverish addiction, a continuing promise of finding something better in the next town,
the next state, or the other
end of the nation. The real
hobo's life is the persistant
persual of the dream that it's
possible to be satisfied in
America if only one gets to
exactly the right place at
precisely the right time. To
the veteran 'bo opportunity is
elusive. It waits just a little
farther down the line.
The freight-riding hobo occupies a strangely romantic
place in traditional American
folklore. He's always been
seen as a jolly little man with
a curious hat and ragged
clothes of assorted bright
colors, always carrying a
kerchief-colored knapsack
dangling at the end of a willow
stick he's pushed out over his
shoulder as he walks, Chaplinesque, down the scenic
trackline, out into a rosecolored sunset.

The real rail rider lives a
life as tragic as any being
lived in America.
To continue next week.

Who shared in this ioint effort...
This week's Winonan has been brought to you through the
courtesy of the Student Activity Fund Committee (who gives
us the money to print this garbage) and the following cast of
half-wits...

Pictures by Fred Larson

ELAINE WALSKI AND MARY BELL—these two are new
on the staff this quarter, and we wish them a lot of luck.
SERLE WISE—sugar and spice, and everything nice...that's
what kerle is made of. Or so he thinks so.

MARY AMLAW—she likes to be called "Editor," but we refer
to her as that broad in the inner office.

KIM FRANKLIN—she has put up With a lot so far this
year...and she still continues to work for the paper. Many
thanx Kim.

PAUL BAUER—he went to first grade right in this
office...and when he comes in here to work, his mind
reverts back to those early days.

JAN WEIS—she's the Wrestling writer. You can find Jan
wandering around the halls of Memorial Hall, humming
"You've Really Got a Hold on me." (Pretty stupid..right?
Well, so is Jan).

BECKY CARLSON—you may be a social lion to some people,
dear, but to us you're just an animal cracker.

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS: JUDD EIFEALDT, RON
FERINO, FRED LARSEN—They all whipped out
their Brownies and fired away.
BILL MARX—he received the head of the WINONAN'S
Editor for Christmas. The Senate has gone religious, you
may remember, and now Mary has gone topless.
MARK HORVATH—he takes care of business in the office,
and we're not sure what he does outside.

MYRON NILLES—he contributes excellent articles from
time to time. Many thanx to you, too, Myron.
DAVE (TANKER) GALCHUTT—we don't know what it is
that he does around here, but we certainly know why he's
called "Tanker."
CHUCK KJOS—he can't find Paul Sir, either.
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WSC Matmen win
first home meet
Can a hometown boy from
Burlington, Iowa make good
in a national handball tournament? WSC'S Dave Wolvington did just that, placing 4th
in the US Handball Association's 19th annual junior
tournament.
Dave is a freshmen in
Physical Educaton and has
been playing handball since
14. "My dad got me started. I
guess it was on a Saturday
afternoon when I asked if I
could go with him to the
YMCA," says Dave. "I went
to the national when I was 15.
This year and last year I place
second in the Midwest regional tournament."
"It seems to becoming a
more popular sport. There are
more handball tournaments
and playres. I've played
Harold Rogge, the psychology
teacher, and we are even up
on games. He can beat about
anybody. Next week I play
Bob Sheehan."

Jan Weis

competition is exhausting. "Very 'few women play hand"Back home I used to put in ball. A lot of women seem
3-4 hours a night playing interested in it, but they
handball. At WSC, when I usually end up playing rachave the time, I'll put in a quetball. This year at the
couple hours playing handball, national tournament, there
plus another 2 to 2'/2 hours was a 14 year old girl, but she
lifting weights or jogging.
didn't get past her first
round."
Dave commented on the
status of the sport. "Handball
is still pretty much of an
As for Dave's future in
amateur sport. Only the top 8 handball, he says he plans to
players in the nation are pros. compete in the collegiate
The highest paid player last division for the next four
year had a salary of $3400, but years, then open competition,
this year, he'll probably make and after that, well Dave is
5 times that much." Women the only one who knows that.
haven't broken the sex bar- But as long as handball will be
rier in handball until recently. around, so will Dave.

************
WSC 25

ARIZONA 12

118 Gilbert Velasquez (WSC) won by forfeit
126 Rod Hoesly (WSC) won by forfeit
134 Don Burdoon (A) DEF Don Simpson (WSC) 4-2
142 John Hanshaw (A) DEF Dennis Anderson (WSC) 2-0
150 John Fabrizio (A) DEF Craig Faldet (WSC) 10-9
158 Lynn Babcock (WSC) DEF Eric Crjmp (A) 4-2
167 Daryl Knudsen (WSC) DEF Steve Cooney (A) 5-4
177 Jerry Sklles (A) DEF Jeff Berdan (WSC) 7-0
190 Ernest Middleton (WSC) DEF Steve Weinstein (A)13-2
HWT Dan Malm (WSC) DEF Mike Engwall (A) 8-7

'Handball is a big part of
my life. It's the only way I
stay in shape. I figure when I
get done with college I can put
it on my records. I'd like to
teach handball someday."
Record 2-0

Record 3-2

The time that Dave spends
working out for handball

Pictures by Ron Ferino
*************************************

WSC student places in U.S.
Handball Tournament
A hard fought victory is the
only way to describe the
wrestling exhibited by Winona State's matmen at their
first home dual meet against
the University of Arizona.
The outcome was 25-12, and
with the exception of two
matches, every match could
have gone either way.
Gilbert Velasquez and Rod
Hoesley had forfeits from the
major University, but for the
rest of the team it wasn't
quite that simple.

In close decisions, Don
Simpson, Dennis Anderson,
and Craig Faldet lost to
Arizona grapplers. Coach
Fran McCann was concerned
about Anderson and Faldet
because both matmen had to

pull down a weight to replace
two wrestlers no longer with
the team. In both instances,
they had from Monday to
Friday to cut 8-10 pounds and
its too bad that time ran out
because it could have meant
wins for both of the matmen.

Dave [Tanker] Galchutt
stein.

In a fast paced match,
newly elected co-captain Dan
Malm decisioned Arizona's
Mike Engwall 8-7.
In the latest polls WSC is
ranked 12 in the NCAA
college division. Six of the
teams Winona will face at
upcoming meets are ranked in
Lynn Babcock and Daryl the top 10 in the NCAA
Knudsen fought hard won 1 college division and NAIA
point matches and through division which should prove to
the entire match never gave be highly competitive and
up. exciting matches.
The University of WisconFreshman Jeff Berden sin, Oshkosh, ranked in the
wrestled his first college NCAA University division,
varsity match gaining experi- will be in Winona tonight for
ence and exposure to the another test of skill and
college wrestling scene. endurance against the WSC
matmen at 7:30 in Memorial
Co-captain Ernie Middleton Hall. If you're interested in
won a superior decision 13-2 seeing some action then don't
over Arizona's Steve Wein- miss it.

Warriors 3-0 in NIC
Following a win in their
first conference game against
Minn-Morris at Winona on
January 4, tq Winona State
basketball team went on the
road for a pair of games at
Bemidji and Moorhead, corning away with two more wins
boosting their conference record to 3-0 and an overall
record of 10-5.

On Wednesday night, an
overall team effort told the
story as the Warriors picked
up a 85-71 victory. All five
starters were in double fi-

gures led by Mark Nordin
with 24 and Paul Sir with 22.
Once again Gus Johnson
played his usual strong defensive game with 17 rebounds
and 7 blocked shots. He also
addded 15 points. Bob Borkowski and Jeff Crouse had 10
and 12 points, respectively.

Chuck Kjos

tallied a career high 28 points.
Johnson pulled down a big 26
rebounds and while only
scoring 8 points, held the
Dragons leading scorer Jim
Bowen to 8 points also. Bowen
had averaged 20 per game
thru the first 11 games
Moorhead had played, so it
looks like the Warriors are
finally starting to play the
king of basketball they are
Thursday the team was capable of playing.
different but the result was
the same as Winona downed a
The next home game for the
strong Moorhead State team
66-56. For the second night in Warriors is set for Jan. 21
a row the team was led in against UW-Whitewater in a
scoring by Mark Nordin who 7:30 game.
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Fraternities, Sororities Stage
By Dave [Tanker] Galchutt
Comeback at WSC

On-campus Ice Rink
New at WSC

Elaine Walski

marked by more academic party—It's getting together
seriousness and even social with girls who have varied
consciousness."
interests and put them into an
What does this mean in organization." Herb Brehm, a
Avid hockey, broomball, $7,000, and got it. Of this rink will have much student
regard
to Winona State? I member of Phi Sig, said "It's
and skating enthusiasts will amount, $2,000 will be used help when it come to flooding
asked
Gary
Gaudette, past not always drinking, it's
have their own on-campus ice for actual construction of the and maintaining it.
president of Phi Sigma Epsi- getting to know people and
rink for use starting next rink, while some of the
lon fraternity, and Ginger calling them a friend." A real
school year. Dr. Miller, of the remainder will buy equipment
The rink will be built on
Herbst, President of Alpha Xi bond develops between the
Health and Physical Educa- for the various intramural Little Maxwell Field, just east
Delta sorority, to supply some members of a fraternity or
tiion Department, the person sports that will use it. The of Maxwell Field. It is hoped
sorority. A sense of unity and
answers.
who first recognized the need equipment will be bought in that in the future, money may
team spirit motivates memfor the rink, stated that he the near future so that it will be appropriated for lights to
"Pledging to a fraternity or bers in their studies, inwent to various lumber corn- be all ready for use next be put up around the rink, so
sorority is mainly getting to intermural sports, or doing
panies in Winona, hoping to season.
that it could better be utilized
know each other...no more something for the community.
obtain lumber for the rink in
at all hours.
What's the difference bet- drop offs, public harassment, It's something you can come
exchange for advertising.
Director of Maintenance
ween
fraternity and sorority and the like," say Gaudette. back to when you are gradWhen none of the companies Les Larson, who is very
Dr. Miller and the partici- life in 1975 as opposed to the "It's a learning and growing uated.
seemed interested, Dr. Miller knowledgable in rink con- pants of the intramural proexperience to see if they
Good grades and maintaindecided to ask for extra struction and maintenance, grams appreciate and wish to sterotype of the 1960's?
would like to join us," ing them are also a concern of
money from the administra- plans to give the project his thank the administration for
all of the groups. Phi Sigma
A New York Times survey according to Ms. Herbst.
tion for this coming school full support. However, it is the interest they have shown
Epsilon, for example, has a
"A
lot
of
people
think
of
fraternities
and
sororities
year. He asked for a total of hoped that the 200 by 85 foot in this matter.
found that Greek life "is now joining a sorority is a big regular study night and
awards to encourage good
grades. Last year, the members of Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity had the highest
By Bill Marvel
held one of its typically drawn, construction comple- the majority of its 600 States and very few theaters g.p.a. of any organization on
From Minneapolis
innovative exhibits, a show of ted, and more than $11 million students are enrolled in fine, like it anywhere. It has 55 campus.
All of the fraternities and
works projected by means of collected in "a quiet little fund not applied, arts). Delibera- professional actors,musicians,
A little lesson in geogra- lasers, camera obscura, lens campaign" within two years. tely, traffic has been chan- technicians, and administra- sororities at Winona State
phy: Name eight products for systems, film, and video. Film At the same time, the neled so that students en- tors creating full, professional engage in service projects to
which Minneapolis-St. Paul is, series and dance concerts Minneapolis Society of Fine counter each other and each theater, 250 performances a help the college and communor should be, famous.
ity. This year, members of
were filled. And theater was Arts, the organization that other's work as often as season.
Greek organizations served as
booming, with the Guthrie operates the Institute of Arts, possible.
Okay. Flaky pie crusts Theatre running at 80 per the Children's Theater, and
campus tour guides and
Children's Theatre produc- orientation team leaders. Se-*
[Pillsbury and General Mills cent of capacity and ex- College of Art and Design,
Tange's addition to the
are both headquartered perimental troupes, dinner was seeking $26 million for Institute of Arts, wrapped tions have a verve, a visual veral groups have sponsored
here]. Scotch Tape [ditto theaters, and community com- Fine Arts Park, and the around three sides of the dash and high spirit that is dances in the past. Last year,
the 3M Co.]. The opening panies sprouting all over Walker Art Center was original building, provides a missing from all but the best members of the Delta Zeta
sequences of The Mary town—five new theaters in a quietly preparing its own fund new entrance leading to a adult theater. All of this is the sorority raised. over $500 for
Tyler Moore Show.
single month, according to drive.
spectacular cental lobby. The work mainly of one man, John M.S. "One of our national
Mike Steele, drama critic for
addition doubles the institu- Clark Donahue. He took the aims," according to Ms. HerbThat's three. Five more. the Minneapolis Tribune. A
By any measure, Minnea- te's space, allowing its collec- Moppet Players, a group of st, "is to prohibit the growth
Chicago native, Steele shakes polis residents are extraor- tions to be sensibly arranged volunteers performing in an of juvenile delinquency."
Theater, music, art ballet, his head in astonishment over dinarily generous to the to emphasize historical con- abandoned police station 10
Socially, Greek organizaopera.
the cultural activity here: arts—all the arts. In some tinunity rather than indivi- years ago, and forged it into a tions hold exchanges with
professional company per- other chapters or other or"It's amazing on a Friday cities, one group supports the dual masterpieces.
forming in a new $4.5 million ganizations on campus. It may
Culture? yes indeed. Ac- night how many people are ,local art museum, another
cording to a 1974 Ford out at theater. I've just supports the symphony, and
Thete is a dark side to all building. The company has mean getting to know memFoundation survey of the covered 11 openings in 14 so on. Here the names of the this, however. Like museums two composers and a play- bers in other colleges in
performing arts, a Minnea- days." same wealthy, socially promi- everywhe-re, the institute is wright in residence, creating nearby states. Or it may mean
new works and adapting a formal dinner dance, such as
polis resident is more likely to
Across the Mississippi, the nent families show up on chronically short of operating
have attended at least one St. Paul Chamber Orchestra everyone's lists of contribu- funds. Even though its space classics (for example, the the tri-sorority dinner dance
local performance of amateur is a gem; there are a fine tors, trustees, and directors: has doubled it is operating current production of Pinoc- which will be held in late
theater, symphony, or opera opera company, a civic sym- Pillsbury, Dayton, Bemis, Bell with only half its pre-expan- chio). Timothy Mason, the January. But it's mainly
playwright in residence, start- "people getting together and
than a resident of Atlanta, phony, a new ballet company.
sion staff.
ed acting in Children's Thea- having a good 'time," says
Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati,
"There's an interlocking of
Houston, Los Angeles, New
Given even the Twin Cities' tre productions when he was Gaudette. The social part of a
Evolution of an Orchestra interests, and a deep concern
York, Philadelphia, San Franthat all these institutions enthusiasm for the arts, the 15; the lighting designer has fraternity or sorority is imcisco, Seattle, or Washington,
Why is all this happening in survive and that they do it flow of money cannot increase been "with" the company portant, but too often over
D.C. Only New Yorkers are the Twin Cities? One answer well," says Dr. Edwin E. indefinitely. Some $600 mil- since he was 8. Dozens of emphasized is the indication
more likely to have been to a is that the arts have always Stein, president and chairman lion is being sought right now Minneapolis high-school stu- this writer gets.
professional theater, and only been here. When lumbering of the Society of Fine Ai'ts. for various worthy causes dents spend afternoons at the
The only drawback—if you
Seattle residents are exposed was the area's chief industry, This interlocking of arts in- around Minnesota, according theater learning—for credit— consider it a drawback—mayto more live jazz, folk, Dr rock community sings were a stitutions is expressed, in to a Business and the Arts acting, movement, lighting, be the cost. Dues and initiamusic. If Manhattan Island favorite pastime of German brick and steel, in Kenzo issue of Greater Minneapolis, and set design.
tion fees vary from $25 to
ever gets washed out to sea, and Scandinavian settlers. As Tange's design for the arts- the magazine of the Greater
$100, depending on the orand we're seeking an alter- milling and railroads replaced park complex.
Minneapolis Chamber of Comganization. Each sorority and
nate sight as the cultural lumbering, the community
merce. The arts will just have Most important, however, fraternity has a national
center of the United States, sings evolved into choral
to stand in line. The trouble is, are the hundreds of thousands initiation fee. This fee is paid
The Nation's Best?
this may be the place. societies and bands and,
Mike Steele warns, many of of theater-wise youngsters once, and goes into such
Consider this autumn.
eventually, into the MinneaThe complex is Tange's first them are dangerously over- who have had their appetites things as national scholarpolis Symphony Orchestra.
whetted and their discrimina- ships or loans, awards, natiodesign in the United States. extended.
This autumn, after waiting
tion honed on the Children's nal publication and parapherIt's perhaps the most beautifor 71 years, the Minnesota
ful arts complex in the Reason for Optimism
Theatre and who have "grad- nalia, housing loans, and the
Familiar Names
Orchestra finally moved into
country—a floW of gleaming,
uated" to Minneapolis' dinner like. So if you look where your
its own concert hall, a $10
The stakes are high: If theaters, community troupes, money is being spent, in the
The symphony, renamed white, tile-faced buildings in a
million building that is the the Minnesota Orchestra in complete harmony with their there is one thing arts and experimental workshops- long run it isn't so bad. Most
centerpiece of an ambitious 1968 in recognition of its park setting and with the institutions produce, it is or to the Guthrie. Children of your money is retained
urban-renewal project. The regional responsibilities, will surrounding neighborhood of people with a taste for more who grew up with Donahue's locally. "If you average it out,
$32 million Fine Arts Park continue to play a concert stately old mansions. Even art. Sharing a common en- company are just now enter- it amounts to less than 300 a
was dedicated, providing a series in St. Paul's I. A. the art institute's original trance with the Institute of ing their 20s and, sure day," says Gaudette.
handsome new addition to the O'Shaughnessy Auditorium in neoclassic building, designed Arts is the Children's Theater enough, surveys of audiences
Take a look at fraternities
Minneapolis Insitute of Arts, addition to its 75 concerts in before World War I by Company and School, which is at the Guthrie show that the and sororities. "Give them
a new home for the Children's the new 2,573-seat hall this McKim, Mead, and White, has both a cause for concern and a median age has dropped more of a chance. They add
Theatre Company—the na- season. The regular Wednes- not been violated.
reason for optimism. If one significantly.
something to the dimension of
tion's only resident profes- day and Friday-evening series
were forced to name Minnealife," says Ms. Herbst. Attend
sional children's theater—and are already sold out.
The largest of the new polis' outstanding cultural
a rush party of a fraternity or
greatly expanded facilities for
structures houses the college, resource, the almost inevit- What a splendid opport- sorority. I'm told, according to
the Minneapolis College of
Once the orchestra's board which turns out designers and able choice would be the Chil- unity for the Twin Cities. And a Tri-Greek brochure, "that if
Art and Design.
of directors decided to build graphic artists for most of the dren's Theater. There is what an awesome responsi- it's Greek, it's never been
The Walker Art Center the new hall, plans were Midwest's industry (though nothing like it in the United bility.
better."

* * ** ** * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
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"We try harder" - that's the
philosophy of Greek organizations on campus. When criticism of Greek organizations
mounted with drastic membership losses, WSC fraternities and sororities have staged a dramatic comeback. This
year, most organizations had
new member-pledge classes in
double figures, the first time
in years. The trend is basically the same thing that's been
occuring around the nation.

Culture's Capital: is Minneapolis the nation's best?

